In this document, we analyze the evolution of sinusoidal fibrosis (LAFSc-S) in successive Protocol Biopsies (PB) in order to (i) detect any correlation between successive PBs from the same patient, (ii) identify significant predictors of fibrosis severity, and (iii) to assess if sinusoidal fibrosis severity is stable with time.
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In a first step, we load the 'ordinal' package and we import the datasets.
library(ordinal)
evolution <-read.table( data-in/1-evolution.txt ,header=T,sep= \t ) clinic <-read.table( data-in/2-clinical-demographic.txt ,header=T,sep= \t ) merged <-merge(evolution,clinic,by= Patient )
In this document, we focus on LAFc-S fibrosis and its relation with Lobular inflammation. Therefore, we delete column 3 (LAFSc-P), 5 (LAFSc-C) and 6 (Portal inflammation) merged <-merged [,-c(3,5,6)] One objective of the current study is to correlate Fibrosis in current PB (time-point t) with Fibrosis and inflammation in previous PB (time-point t-1). The following instructions enable to compute these two variables in previous PB. merged$LAFSc.S <-factor(merged$LAFSc.S,ordered = TRUE, levels = c( 0 , 1 , 2 )) merged$prev.LAFScS <-as.factor(merged$prev.LAFScS) merged$prev.Lob.infl <-as.factor(merged$prev.Lob.infl) merged$add.immun. <-as.factor(merged$add.immun.) merged$HLA.type1 <-as.factor(merged$HLA.type1) merged$HLA.type2 <-as.factor(merged$HLA.type2) merged$other.antibodies <-as.factor(merged$other.antibodies) merged$Patient <-as.factor(merged$Patient) merged$HLA.DRB1 <-as.factor(merged$HLA.DRB1>0) merged$R.Sex <-as.factor(merged$R.Sex) merged$Indication[merged$Indication>1] <-2-16 merged$Indication <-as.factor(merged$Indication) merged$Donor.liv <-as.factor(merged$Donor.liv) merged <-na.omit(merged)
We build a first cumulative logistic mixed-effect model using the clmm2 function by including all variables of primary interest, all variables to ensure the face validity of the model and all additional potential predictors. As shown hereabove, many additional potential predictors are not significant (P>0.1). A backward elimination (not detailed here) was applied on these additional potential predictors in order to produce a more parsimonious model.
After backward elimination, the resulting following model was obtained. 
